The Cabinet
in the struggle of parties, once he has put his view and
the Cabinet remains firm,. the King must necessarily
give way.
But there is, obviously, a wide intermediate ground.
The King is in constant touch with the Prime Minister
on all the vital aspects of policy; he sees other ministers
with some frequency; and he has as a matter of course
the Cabinet minutes and the main official documents
relevant thereto. He will be aware of all proposals before
decisions are taken in the Cabinet upon them. He has
the right" to comment upon them and, where he so insists,
to see that the Cabinet is fully informed of his opinions
before it decides. It is clear, therefore, that a King who
so wishes can play a considerable part in the process of
government, No doubt his influence will depend to a
large extent upon the quality of his mind and character.
A comparatively idle King like Edward VII will have
much less influence than a hard-working monarch like
Queen Victoria. But it is dear from the documents that
even a bad King, like George IV, or a stupid King like
his successor, are far from being negligible factors in the
process of Cabinet government
Mr. Gladstone took the view that the Prime Minister
ought not to disclose to the monarch any division of
opinion in the Cabinet; he is bound> he thought, "not
to counterwork the Cabinet; not to divide it; not to
undermine the position of his colleagues in the royal
favour. If he departs in any degree from strict adherence
to these rules, and uses his great opportunities to increase
his own influence, or to pursue aims not shared by his
colleagues, then, unless he^is prepared to advise their
dismissal, he not only departs from rule, but commits
an act of treachery and baseness/' It is difficult not to
feel that Mr. Gladstone was right; but the evidence runs"

